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Abstract— The Discovery of Agriculture is the first big step 

towards civilized life, advancement of agricultural tools is 

the basic trend of agricultural improvement. Now the 

qualitative approach of this project is to develop a system 

which minimizes the working cost and also reduces the time 

for seed sowing operation to run the Agricultural robot. In 

this machine, there is power supply which then gives the 

necessary power to DC motor. Ultrasonic Sensor and 

Optical Compass Sensor are used with the help of Wi-Fi 

interface operated on Android Application to operate robot 

in the field. This brings down labor dependency. Seed 

sowing and on various ground contours, sowing the seed 

and covers the ground by closing it. The project spells out 

the complete installation of the Agricultural robot including 

hardware and software. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Discovery of Agriculture is the first big step towards 

civilized life, advancement of agricultural tools is the basic 

trend of agricultural improvement. Now the qualitative 

approach of this project is to develop a system which 

minimizes the working cost and also reduces the time for 

seed sowing operation by running the Agricultural robot. In 

this machine, battery, gives the necessary power to a DC 

motor. Ultrasonic Sensor and Digital (optical) Compass 

Sensor are used with the help of Wi-Fi interface operated on 

Android Application to control robot in the field. This 

brings down labor dependency. Seed sowing and will move 

on various ground contours and performs sowing the seeds, 

watering and pesticide sprinkling. The record of each plant 

is stored in database. The project spells out the complete 

installation of the Agricultural robot including hardware and 

software part.  

Agricultural Robots is a robot deployed for doing 

agricultural purposes. Pollution is also a big problem which 

is eliminated. The energy needed for robotic machine is less 

as compared with other machines like tractors or any 

agriculture tools; also this energy is getting from the power 

supply. Nowadays robotics technology plays a paramount 

role in all Sections like medical field, industries and various 

organizations 

A. Project Idea  

Furthermore, many previous studies have used different 

procedures, which are not suitable or satisfactory for 

consumers in the real world. Moreover, direction 

recognition-based systems are not developed.To address this 

situation, our proposed system proposes an active robotic 

system that automatically implements related agricultural 

procedures. The proposed system uses LPC2148 as the main 

medium control that driver’s the overall activity of the 

robot. 

B. Motivation of the Project  

The Discovery of Agriculture is the first big step towards 

civilized life, advancement of agricultural tools is the basic 

trend of agricultural improvement. Now the qualitative 

approach of this project is to develop a system which 

minimizes the working cost and also reduces the time for 

seed sowing operation by running the Agricultural robot. \ 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A few advancements in digital image processing techniques 

are Development of a Digital System for Remote Sensing of 

Coasts, Recognition of plants condition based on stored 

database, Crop Detection and Classification. Design, 

Development and Application of a “Agricultural robot” to 

Support Precision Farming There are various machines are 

available in the market today but most of them are used for 

the purpose of reducing the human efforts. Agricultural Aid 

for Mango cutting, Agricultural robot is being researched to 

identify and pluck ripe mangoes from trees. The University 

of Western Australia developed - the ORACLE and the 

Shear Magic- two robots for sheep shearing. In Israel, 

Genentech Ltd has developed a mobile robot, a greenhouse 

harvester which moves around plantation rows identifying 

fruit ripe for picking. AURORA mobile robot is capable of 

navigating autonomously along the corridors of a 

greenhouse while performing spraying tasks. The University 

of Minnesota is creating drones hoping to detect plant 

diseases and deficiencies and increase agricultural yields. 

Ninox Robotics is planning on creating drones to support 

farmers with pests’ problems and other problem such as 

finding lost persons or detecting a fire. A few more 

examples of agricultural drones are AgDrone, eBee Ag, 

Lancaser, AG550 and Quad Indago. 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig 1: System Design 

A. LPC2148 Controller  

The LPC2141/42/44/46/48 microcontrollers depend on a 16-

piece/32-piece ARM7TDMI-CPU with constant copying 

and implanted follow support that consolidate 
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microcontroller with inserted rapid blaze memory running 

from 32 kB to 512 kB. A 128-piece wide memory interface 

and special quickening agent engineering empower 32-piece 

code execution at the most extreme clock rate. For basic 

code size applications, the elective 16-piece Thumb mode 

lessens code by more than 30 % with negligible execution 

punishment. Because of their modest measure and low force 

utilization, LPC2141/42/44/46/48 are perfect for 

applications where scaling down is a key prerequisite, for 

example, get to control and retail location. Sequential 

correspondences interfaces going from a USB 2.0 Full-

speed gadget, various UARTs, SPI, SSP to I2C-transport 

and on-chip SRAM of 8 kB up to 40 kB, make these gadgets 

very appropriate for correspondence passages and 

convention converters, delicate modems, voice 

acknowledgment and low end imaging, giving both huge 

support size and high handling force. Different 32-piece 

clocks, single or double 10-piece ADC(s), 10-piece DAC, 

PWM channels and 45 quick GPIO lines with up to nine 

edge or level delicate outside intrude on pins make these 

microcontrollers appropriate for mechanical control and 

therapeutic frameworks.  

1) Key highlights  

− 16-piece/32-piece ARM7TDMI-S microcontroller in a 

little LQFP64 bundle.  

− 8 kB to 40 kB of on-chip static RAM and 32 kB to 512 

kB of on-chip streak memory.  

− 128-piece wide interface/quickening agent empowers 

rapid 60 MHz activity.  

− In-System Programming/In-Application Programming 

(ISP/IAP) by means of on-chip boot loader.  

− Software. Single glimmer part or full chip eradicate in 

400 ms and programming  

− On-chip RealMonitor programming and rapid following 

of guidance execution.  

− USB 2.0 Full-speed agreeable gadget controller with 2 

kB of endpoint RAM.  

− What’s more, the LPC2146/48 gives 8 kB of on-chip 

RAM open to USB by DMA.  

− Up to 21 outside intrude on pins accessible.  

− 60 MHz greatest CPU clock accessible from 

programmable on-chip PLL with settling time of 100 

μs.  

− On-chip coordinated oscillator works with an outside 

gem from 1 MHz to 25 MHz.  

− Power sparing modes incorporate idle and Power-down.  

− Multiple sequential interfaces including two UARTs 

(16C550), two Fast I2C-transport (400 kbit/s),  

− SPI and SSP with buffering and variable information 

length capacities.  

− Vectored Interrupt Controller (VIC) with configurable 

needs and vector addresses. 

IV.    CONCLUSIONS 

This Automated seed sowing Agricultural robot has 

considerable potential to increase productivity. The chassis 

handles the complete weight of battery and the hardware 

mounted on Agricultural robot which is able to perform each 

and every operation skillfully and successfully. Seed sowing 

operation results are observed with precision using different 

ground contours. All the data collected from Agricultural 

robot sends on Android store Server and controls using 

Android Application successfully.  
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